The background dynamical evolution of a universe filled with matter and a cosmological scalar field is analyzed employing dynamical system techniques. After the phenomenology of a canonical scalar field with exponential potential is revised, square and square root kinetic corrections to the scalar field canonical Lagrangian are considered and the resulting dynamics at cosmological distances is obtained and studied. These noncanonical cosmological models imply new interesting phenomenology including early time matter dominated solutions, cosmological scaling solutions and late time phantom dominated solutions with dynamical crossing of the phantom barrier. Stability and viability issues for these scalar fields are presented and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the Nobel Prize winning discovery of a current cosmological phase of accelerated expansion was made in 1998 [1, 2] , the theoretical models advanced to describe this phenomenon quickly multiplied in the literature. The simplest among these is the straightforward addition of a positive cosmological constant to the Einstein field equations. Although this model fits all astronomical observations, it is in tension with particle physics prediction (the cosmological constant problem [3, 4] ) and cosmological considerations (the coincidence problem [5] ).
A way to alleviate these problems consists in letting the cosmological constant to be dynamical. This implies the introduction of some cosmological field capable of reproducing the late time accelerated behavior mimiking in this way the effects of a cosmological constant. Any physical entity which at cosmic distances provide an accelerated expansion at late times is commonly called dark energy. The simplest field having these properties is a canonical scalar field with a potential. Dark energy models of this kind go under the name of quintessence and have been largely studied in the literature [6, 7] . Scalar fields play an important role in cosmology since they are sufficiently simple to handle and sufficiently complicated to produce non-trivial dynamics. They are not only employed to model dark energy, but also to characterize inflation [8] , dark matter [9] , unified dark models [10] and other cosmological features. For dark matter phenomenology it is usually required a vanishing pressure and that the speed of sound of adiabatic perturbations is sufficiently small to allow the formation of clusters. Scalar field models proposed to unify dark matter and dark energy must thus have a dynamical equation of state evolving from dust-like to dark energy-like behavior, which can be achieved with a non canonical scalar field [10] .
Generalizations and modifications of the canonical scalar field Lagrangian can also lead to more complex cosmological predictions. Extended models where the scalar * Electronic address: n.tamanini.11@ucl.ac.uk field Lagrangian is a general function of both the scalar field φ and its kinetic term, are known as k-essence theories [11] . Within this framework it is possible to obtain not only the standard dark energy evolution but also the so called phantom regime and quintessence to phantom transition, though fatal problems always arise at the level of perturbations [12] [13] [14] .
A phantom scalar field is identified by an equation of state (EoS) with a negative pressure bigger than the energy density. In other words, for a scalar field EoS p φ = w φ ρ φ , the phantom regime is identified by the condition w φ < −1, which seems to be slightly favoured by astronomical observations even after Planck [15, 16] . The first and simplest model capable of achiving such condition consists in flipping the sign of the kinetic term of a canonical scalar field [17] . However in this model the scalar field EoS parameter is never greater than −1 creating problems at early times where dark matter with vanishing pressure must dominate. Scalar fields which can cross the phantom barrier at w φ = −1 are usually dubbed quintom models and imply either the use of extended Lagrangians, generally instable, or of two different scalar fields [14, 18] .
The present work is devoted to study the background dynamical evolution of different scalar field models. Dynamical system techniques are employed to fully determine the solutions of the cosmological equations. Suitable dimensionless variables are introduced following [19] and the phase space dynamics is analyzed using numerical methods. Canonical and noncanonical scalar field Lagrangians are presented and their cosmological implications are discussed. The complete cosmological background dynamics of two specific noncanonical scalar fields is obtained showing that interesting phenomenology, such as early time matter dominated solutions, scaling solutions, late time phantom acceleration, super-stiff and phantom transition eras, can be achieved.
The paper has the following structure. In Sec. II the canonical scalar field will be largely discussed. Its features and cosmological dynamics will be presented and analyzed in depth and the notation and conventions needed for the following sections will be introduced. In Sec. III noncanonical scalar field Lagrangians will be considered. Perturbations instabilities will be examined and the analysis will focus on models where dynamical system techniques can be sucessfully applied. Sec. IV and Sec. V will then be dedicated to the study of square and square root kinetic corrections to the canonical scalar field Lagrangian. For these simple models the full dynamical features can be obtained and the background cosmological evolution can be determined for any initial condition. The analysis of these two sections will show that a rich phenomenology can be obtained with these extended scalar fields. Finally results and conclusions will be discussed in Sec. VI
II. THE CANONICAL SCALAR FIELD
In this section we review the cosmological dynamics of a canonical scalar field following the analysis first performed in [19] . This will serve as an introduction to the dynamical system techniques one can apply in order to completely determine the cosmological evolution of specific models. Moreover this section will be helpful in defining notation and conventions.
The action of a minimally coupled canonical scalar field is given by
where g is the determinant of the metric, R is the Ricci scalar, κ 2 = 8πG/c 4 , L m is the matter Lagrangian, and the scalar field Lagrangian is defined as
with ∂φ 2 = ∂ µ φ∂ µ φ and V a general potential for φ. The variation with respect to g µν produces the following gravitational equations
where G µν = R µν − 1/2g µν R is the Einstein tensor and T µν the matter energy momentum tensor. The variation with respect to φ gives the Klein-Gordon equation
In what follows we will analyze the background cosmological evolution of this model. The metric tensor will be assumed to be of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) type with vanishing spatial curvature
with a(t) the scale factor, while the scalar field is taken to be spatially homogeneous φ = φ(t). The matter energymomentum tensor will be of the perfect fluid form with ρ(t) and p(t) its energy density and pressure, respectively. A linear EoS p = wρ, with w the EoS parameter ranging from 0 (dust) to 1/3 (radiation), will be assumed. With these assumptions, from the gravitational equations (3) we obtain the Friedmann constraint
and the acceleration equation
where H =ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to the time t. On the other hand the scalar field equation (4) gives
The energy density and pressure of the canonical scalar field are given by
and its EoS parameter, defined as the ratio between its pressure and energy density, is
For V φ2 this approaches a cosmological constant EoS with w φ = −1, while for V φ2 this describe a stiff fluid with w φ = 1.
At this point, following [19] , we introduce new dimensionless variables as
These variables are largely employed in scalar field cosmology since not only allow to rewrite Eqs. (6)- (8) as an autonomous system of equations, but can also be generalized in different contexts such as nonminimally coupled scalar fields [20] [21] [22] [23] , tachyons [24] , Galileons [25] , phantom and quintom cosmology [26, 27] , k-essence [28, 29] , modified gravity [30] , three-form cosmology [31, 32] and dark energy models coupled to dark matter [33] [34] [35] .
With the variables (12) the Friedmann constraint (6) becomes
where the relative energy densities are defined as
Eq. (13) can be used to replace σ 2 in favour of x 2 and y 2 . This implies that the only dynamical variables of the system of equations will be x and y. Also, since σ 2 ≥ 0 due to the assumption ρ ≥ 0, the constraint
will always hold. If in addition one assumes the potential energy V to be greater than zero, then y ≥ 0 and the phase space of the variables (x, y) reduces to the upper half unit disk. At this point it is possible to convert the cosmological equations into an autonomous system of equations if one further specifies the potential V . If this is exponential, for example
with V 0 > 0 and λ arbitrary parameters, then the phase space will remain two dimensional. If instead one choses a power-law potential, then the phase space becomes three dimensional and the new variable
needs to be introduced. In this work we will only consider exponential potential of the kind (16) . With this assumption the acceleration equation (7) and the scalar field equation (8) lead to the two dimensional autonomous system
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to dη = Hdt and the variables x and y are functions of the dimensionless time parameter η = ln a. Note that the dynamical system (18)- (19) is invariant under the transformation y → −y, so even if we drop the V > 0 assumption the dynamics on the negative y half-plane would be a copy of the positive y region. Note also that we are assuming H > 0 in order to describe an expanding universe. However the dynamics of a contracting universe (H < 0) would have the same features of our analysis in the negative y plane switching the direction of time because of the y → −y symmetry. On the other hand the dynamical system (18) - (19) is also invariant under the symultaneous transformation
which shows that opposite values of λ lead to the same dynamics after a reflection over the y-axis.
The acceleration equation (7) gives alsȯ
which at any fixed point (x * , y * ) of the phase space can be solved for a to give
where t 0 is a constant of integration. This corresponds to a power law solution, i.e. a solution for which the scale factor a evolves as a power of the cosmological time t. If x = 0 and y = 0 the universe is matter dominated and its evolution coincides with the standard w-dependent scaling solution. If x = 0 and y = 1 the denominator of (22) vanishes and the universe undergoes a de Sitter expansion as can be seen from (21) which forces H to be constant. An effective EoS parameter w eff can now be defined rewriting (22) as
and corresponds to the EoS parameter of an effective fluid sourcing the gravitational equations, or in other words to an effective matter energy-momentum tensor. Comparing with (22) we find
Whenever w eff < −1/3 solution (23) describes a universe undergoing an accelerated phase of expansion. This kind of evolution is useful to model both the inflationary early universe and the late time dark energy dominated universe. We can also have a look at how w φ can be rewritten in terms of the variables (12),
This espression tells us the equation of state of the scalar field at any given point of the phase space. The first step one should make in order to analyze the dynamical system (18)- (19) is to compute the critical/fixed points of the system. These are the phase space points (x, y) that satisfy the conditions
If the system happens to be in one of these points, then there is no dynamical evolution and the universe expand according to (22 
evaluated at the critical point. Here x = f x (x, y) and y = f y (x, y) is a compact notation for the system (18)- (19) . If the real part of both the eigenvalues is positive then the point is an unstable point, if they have different signs the point is a saddle point and if they are both negative the point is a stable point. The critical points of the system (18)- (19) are shown in Table I . There can be up to five critical points according to the value of λ:
• Point O. The origin of the phase space corresponds to a matter dominated universe (Ω m = 1) and exists for all values of λ. Of course the effective EoS matches the matter EoS, w eff = w, and thus for physically admissible values of w there is no acceleration. This point is always a saddle point attracting trajectories along the x-axis and repelling in any other direction.
• Point A ± . In these two points the universe is dominated by the scalar field kinetic energy (Ω φ = 1) and thus the effective EoS reduces to a stiff fluid with w eff = w φ = 1 and no acceleration. Their existence is always garanteed and they never represent stable points. They are unstable or saddle points depending on the absolute value of λ being greater or smaller than √ 6.
• Point B. This point is the so called scaling solution where the effective EoS matches the matter EoS, but the scalar field energy density does not vanish. In other words we always have both 0 < Ω φ = 3(1 + w)/λ 2 < 1 and 0 < Ω m = 1 − Ω φ < 1, obtaining also w φ = w. This means that the universe evolves under both the matter and scalar field influence, but it expands as if it was completely matter dominated. This solution is of great physical interest for the coincidence problem since according to it a scalar field can or could be present in the universe hiding its effects on cosmological scales. However, since we have w eff = w there cannot be accelerated expansion. When this point exists, i.e. for λ 2 ≥ 3(1 + w), it always represents a stable point attracting all the phase space trajectories.
• Point C. The last point stands for the cosmological solution where the universe is completely scalar field dominated. This implies Ω m = σ 2 = 0 and Ω φ = x 2 + y 2 = 1 meaning that Point C will always lie on the unit circle. It exists for λ 2 < 6 and it is a stable attractor for λ 2 < 3(1 + w) (i.e. when Point B does not appear) and a saddle point for 3(1 + w) ≤ λ 2 < 6. The effective EoS parameter assumes the value w eff = w φ = λ 2 /3 − 1 which implies an accelerating universe for λ 2 < 2. This point represents the well-known cosmological accelerated expansion driven by a sufficiently flat scalar field potential. The physical applications abound in both the early and late time universe stages. In the limit λ → 0 this solution reduces to a de Sitter expansion dominated by a cosmological constant.
The qualitative behavior of the phase space can be divided into three regions according to the value of λ
2 . In what follows we will only consider positive values for λ. The dynamics for negative values coincides with the positive one after a reflection around the y axis because of (20) . If λ 2 < 3(1 + w) there are four critical points. Points A ± are both unstable node, while Point O is a saddle point. The global attractor is Point C which represents an inflationary cosmological solution if λ 2 < 2. The portrait of the phase space is depicted in Fig. 1 where the values λ = 1 and w = 0 have been choosen. The yellow/shaded region delimits the zone of the phase space where the universe undergoes an accelerated expansion. Point C always lies on the unit circle and it happens to be outside the acceleration region if λ 2 > 2. In the range 3(1 + w) ≤ λ 2 < 6 there are five critical points in the phase space. Points A ± and O still behaves as unstable nodes and saddle point respectively. The global attractor is now Point B and Point C becomes a saddle point. The phase space portrait is drawn in Fig. 2 . Point B always lies outside the acceleration region (yellow/shaded) and thus never describe an inflationary solution. However the effective EoS parameter at this point coincides with the matter EoS parameter and thus the universe experience a matter-like expansion even if it is not completely matter dominated. This is the so called scaling solution where the scalar field energy density fills (18)- (19) and their properties.
Phase space with λ = 2 and w = 0. The global attractor is Point B where the universe expands as it was completely matter dominated, while Point C is a saddle point.
part of the universe but the resulting cosmological evolution still assumes the behavior of a matter dominated expansion. Finally if λ 2 ≥ 6 there are again only four critical points. Point A − is the only unstable node, while Points A + and O behave as saddle points. Point C does not appear anymore and the global attractor is still Point B, which again represents a scaling solution with w eff = w. The phase space dynamics is depicted in Fig. 3 .
The cosmological dynamics of the canonical scalar field is interesting because of the appearence of late time accelerated solutions which can be employed to model dark energy and inflation. The scaling solutions are also important since allow a scalar field to hide its presence during the cosmological evolution. This situation can be used to postulate a scalar field which gives no contribution at early times but becomes relevant at late times. Unfortunately there are strong observational constraints from nucleosyntesis which force the parameter λ to satisfy the relation λ 9 at early times [36] . Since for a late time accelerating solution a sufficiently flat potential is needed (λ 2 < 2), it is impossible to achieve both the scaling and accelerating regimes with a canonical scalar field and an exponential potential. Moreover with a canonical scalar field we always have that unstable nodes of the phase space, possibly representing very early time behaviors, are associated with scalar field kinetic dominated universe. This solutions are characterized by an effective EoS approaching the stiff regime where w eff = 1. Strictly speaking this value of w eff is not physically viable at the classical level. However since these solutions appear to be relevant only at very early times in physical applications, this feature is usually ignored. As we will see in Sec. IV, with a noncanonical scalar field an early time matter dominated solution can always be obtained.
III. THE NONCANONICAL SCALAR FIELD
In this section we will generalize the scalar field Lagrangian L φ . The canonical choice for L φ has been given in (2) and its dynamics on cosmological scales has been investigated in full details in the previous section. In order to simplify the following equations we define
The canonical choice for the scalar field Lagrangian corresponds then to L φ = X − V . The most general Lagrangian containing X and φ is given by L φ = P (X, φ) where P is an arbitrary function in both the variables. In cosmology such theories are known under the name of k-essence. They received a considerable amount of attention during the last few years because of their applications to dark energy, dark matter and inflation. In order to reduce our analysis we will focus only on scalar field Lagrangians generally defined by
and f an arbitrary function. This includes the canonical choice if one considers f (B) = B − 1. In [37, 38] it has been shown that, within general relativity, the most general Lagrangian leading to cosmological scaling solutions with an exponential potential can be written as 2 (29) . In addition the dimensionless variables (12) turn out to be of great advantage if a scalar field Lagrangian is assumed as in (29). As we will see they will permit to completely determine the cosmological dynamics of such a scalar field. As before we will only consider the exponential potential case V = V 0 exp(−λκφ). The variation of the gravitational action (1) with the scalar field Lagrangian (29) leads to the gravitational equations
while the variation with respect to the scalar field φ gives
Notice that these equations reduces to (3) and (4) for the canonical choice of the scalar field Lagrangian. As before, the cosmological equations can be found employing the FRW metric (5) and assuming an homogeneuos scalar field φ = φ(t). The Friedmann constraint becomes
while the acceleration equations generalizes to
On the other hand the same assumptions reduce (31) to
2 In [37, 38] this Lagrangian was writtes as L φ = X f (B), however a simple redefinition of the function f can bring this in the form (29) .
where now B =φ 2 /(2V ). Some remarks can now be made on Eqs. (32)- (34) . First of all we notice again that choosing f = B − 1 reduces these equations to (6)- (8) as expected. It is interesting to find the particular form of the function f for which the contribution of the scalar field in (32) completely disappears. This is realized for f = √ B or, in other words, for the Lagrangian L φ = √ XV . Unfortunately this particular choice also makes the first and last terms in (34) to vanish. This implies that φ has no dynamics at all and becomes simply a constant. In any case it is worth noting that adding the √ B term to any other function f does not modify the Friedmann constraint (32) and adds a simple term 3H V /2 to the scalar field equation (34) . This features will be analyzed in more details in Sec. V. Note also that it is impossible to find a scalar field Lagrangian whose contribution in the acceleration equation (33) vanishes. This is due to the fact that L φ = V f and thus the vanishing of the scalar field contribution in (33) would correspond to a zero scalar field Lagrangian.
At this point is useful to see what the Friedmann constraint (32) looks like in terms of the variables (12) . We obtain
where we also have that
The Friedmann constraint (35) determines the boundaries of the phase space described by the variables x and y. In the canonical case (2) this reduces to (13) and the phase space is simply the upper-half unit circle. However if we choose a different function f the phase space arising from (35) can be considerably different from the canonical one. As a consequence we can even lose the compactness of the phase space. In the next sections we will study what happens with different choices for the function f . In particular we will look for functions for which the phase space remains compact. The expression of (33) in terms of the x and y variables is given bẏ
From this we can extract the effective EoS parameter of the universe as
We can also find the EoS of the scalar field. The energy density and pressure of φ are given by
Note that ρ φ coincides with the expression appearing in the Friedmann constraint (32) as expected. To be physically viable at the quantum level φ must satisfy ρ φ > 0. The EoS parameter of the scalar field is then
In the canonical case f = B −1 this reduces to (11) , while if f is constant this simply becomes w φ = −1 describing a cosmological constant. Finally another useful quantity in scalar field cosmology is the so called speed of sound of adiabatic perturbations. This is defined as
and for physically viable cosmological models we must require c At this point, in order to completely determine the dynamics of a specific model of noncanonical scalar field, we need to choose the form of the function f . Ideally we would like both to find interesting phenomenology at cosmological scales and to satisfy the physical conditions ρ φ > 0 and c 2 s > 0. A possible attempt could be f = − exp(B). This choice seems indeed to yield some interesting features as one can realize looking at the EoS parameter for the scalar field which reads
Whenever X V we have w φ 0, while if X V we get w φ −1. The scalar field (43) can thus be used to characterize a dust fluid at early times and a cosmological constant at late times. Such a field could even be used to build a unified model of dark energy and dark matter, though the effects of the scalar field when X V would result really small since in this limit L φ 0. Another drawback of this model is given by the speed of sound (42) which results to be
As we can note, as soon as V < 2X we obtain c 2 s < 0 which gives rise to instabilities at the level of perturbations. Also when V = 2X the speed of sound diverges. We could overlook this problem for the sake of finding interesting phenomenology for the background evolution of the universe. However, as we shall see in Sec. V, dropping this assumption can actually lead to a much richer cosmology if one chooses a different model.
As we can realize the exponential Lagrangian (43) reduces to the canonical one at first order in X/V , so whenever this quantity is small, which usually happens at late times in cosmology, the exponential model is well approximated by the canonical scalar field. In this case the first corrections at second order would be determined by the term −X 2 /(2V ). However, as we have seen above, the exponential Lagrangian (43) leads to instabilities at the perturbation level. Of course there could be another form for the function f which does not introduce such problems and which reduces to the canonical case when X/V is small. Corrections to the canonical Lagrangian will then be given by higher order power-law kinetic terms. Thus instead of guessing a specific form for the function f , we can take a starting point based on higher order (kinetic) corrections to the canonical Lagrangian. This will allow us to analyze models which both resemble the canonical scalar field at late times and are sufficiently simple to handle so that one can determine the complete cosmological dynamics of the scalar field.
We will then consider models which gives (kinetic) power-law corrections to the canonical case characterized by the function f = B − 1 + ξB n with ξ and n two real parameters. The corresponding Lagrangian reads
which is well defined only considering n > 0. The corrections to the canonical case are defined by the parameter n. For example, if n = 2 we have that the next-to-first order corrections are of the square type, while if n = 3 these are of the cubic type. If instead n < 1 then we get corrections also at late times and the model does not reduce to a canonical scalar field. The energy density (39) and speed of sound (42) for this model become
If we assume n > 1/2 and ξ ≥ 0 these quantities are always positive and finite and thus physically viable. The case n = 1/2 is of particular interest and will be treated in Sec. V, while the value ξ = 0 yields back the canonical case. The scalar field EoS parameter is given by
and reduces to −1 for V X and to 1/(2n − 1) for V X given n > 1. This model allows for a late time cosmological constant-like EoS while the early time value of (48) is determined by the parameter n. Note that for n > 1 the scalar field EoS at early times is always positive and smaller than 1.
In the next sections we will focus on the cases n = 2 and n = 1/2. The first one follows the philosophy of recovering a canonical scalar field at late times and will be studied in Sec. IV. The second one will introduce modifications at both early and late times and the phenomenology at cosmological scales will result much different and richer than the canonical one as we will see in Sec. V.
IV. SQUARE KINETIC CORRECTIONS
This section will be devoted to the dynamical analysis of background cosmologies arising from a scalar field described by Lagrangian (45) with n = 2:
The parameter ξ will be allowed to take any real value. If ξ = −1/2 this model approximates the exponential model (43) at second order in the late time small quantity X/V . However ξ must be positive for physically viable models. In fact the energy density (46) and sound speed (47) reduce to
These two quantities are always positive, for all values of X and V , only provided ξ > 0. Moreover we notice that the speed of sound of adiabatic perturbations reduces to one when V X and to 1/3 when V X. At early times the perturbations travels at one third of the speed of light. The EoS parameter of the scalar field (48) becomes
Interestingly this reduces to −1 when V X and to 1/3 when V X, implying that the scalar field acts as relativistic matter at early times and as an effective cosmological constant at late times. This feature signals that the model we are working with can lead to a physically sensible phenomenology at cosmological scales.
The cosmological equations (32) and (33) for this model are given by
while the scalar field equations (34) becomes 1 + 3ξφ
To determine the complete dynamics of these equations, we now employ the dimensionless variables (12) . The Friedmann constraint (53) can then be written as
where now the relative scalar field energy density is given by
The Friedmann constraint (56) can again be used to replace σ 2 in all the other cosmological equations. This will permit us to write the dynamical equations as an autonomous system in the variable x and y, exactly as we did for the canonical field in Sec. II. In addition, given that σ 2 > 0 due to the assumption ρ > 0, the Friedmann constraint (56) reduces the phase space to be compact and delimitated by the close geometric curve defined by
The boundary of the phase space now depends on the parameter ξ: the larger is ξ the smaller is the phase space. The shape of the allowed phase space region can be observed in Fig. 5 , where the right column shows the phase space for different values of ξ. The boundary of the region always presents an edge in the origin, but otherwise is smooth. The phase space becomes the upper half unit disk if ξ → 0 as expected, while it reduces to the y-axis for ξ → ∞.
With the dimensionless variables (12) we can now write Eqs. (54) and (55) as the dynamical system
Note that this system is invariant under the relation y → −y, which implies that the dynamics on the negative y half plane is symmetric to the one in the upper half plane, exaclty as it happens for the canonical scalar field. This again means that even if one drops the V > 0 assumption, the dynamics of the whole system can be determined by just the y > 0 analysis. Of course one always has to assume V = 0 in order for the model to not become singular. Also the transformation (20) leaves the system (58)-(59) unchanged, meaning that opposite values of λ lead to the same dynamics after a reflection over the y-axis, again as it was in the canonical case. Note also that given y > 0 and ξ > 0 the system (58)- (59) is never singular. Moreover the origin can be taken to be part of the phase space since in the limit x, y → 0 the system remain well defined as can be proved in polar coordinates 3 . From Eq. (54) we can also obtaiṅ
from which we can obtain the effective EoS parameter at any critical point (x * , y * ) as
In the origin this reduces to the matter EoS parameter and the scalar field has no effects on the cosmological evolution. On the other side if x = 0 and y = 1 this becomes w eff = −1 and the universe undergoes a de Sitter expansion. The critical points for the dynamical system (58)-(59), together with their properties, are listed in Table II , while existence and stability are explained in Fig. 4 . Assuming the origin is part of the phase space because of the considerations above, there are now only up to three critical points. Due to the high powers in x and y of the system (58)-(59) the coordinate values of the critical points result quite lengthy and complicated. For this reason their explicit expression is given only in the Appendix.
• Point O. As we already noticed the origin can be taken to be part of the phase space since the system (58)-(59) is regular at this point, as can be proved in polar coordinates. Of course it represents a matter dominated universe where the effective EoS parameter equals w and Ω m = 1. Interestingly the origin is now always an unstable node meaning that a completely matter dominated universe results unstable and eventually evolves to other configurations.
• Point B. This point represents again a scaling solutions where w eff = w φ = w but the scalar field energy density does not vanish: 0 < Ω φ < 1. It exists only when the parameters λ and ξ lie inside region III of Fig. 4 and it is always the global attractor of the phase space when it appears. Again since the universe evolves as it was matter dominated, this point will never characterizes an accelerating solution.
• Point C. This point stands again for a completely scalar field dominated universe. In fact it always lies on the border of the phase space where Ω m = σ = 0, Ω φ = 1 and w eff = w φ . However, in contrast with the canonical case, it appears in the phase space for all possible values of λ, ξ and w. For λ → ±∞ this point moves along the border of the phase space eventually approaching the origin. Regions I and II in Fig. 4 shows the values of λ and ξ where Point C is the global attractor of the phase space, while in region III it behaves as a saddle point being Point B the global attractor. Region I of Fig. 4 represents the area in the (λ, ξ)-plane where Point C characterizes an inflationary/accelerating universe. In regions II and III instead the effective EoS parameter in Point C is bigger than −1/3 and the universe undergoes a decelerating expansion.
The first feature that one notices in this model, once a comparison with the canonical case is done, is that the kinetic scalar field dominated solutions appearing as critical Points A ± of the system (18)- (19) , now are never part of the phase space. They are replaced by the matter dominated origin which now acts as the early time unstable solution. In this model thus, instead of having a nasty kinetic dominated solutions with w eff = 1 at early time, we obtain a much more physical matter universe where w eff = w. In other words, in this model a matter dominated universe results unstable and eventually evolves to a configurations where the energy density of the scalar field does not vanish. Notice also that Point B and C reduce to their correspondent canonical ones in the limit ξ → 0.
We can now have a look at the complete phase space dynamics for the three different regions of Fig. 4 . This has been drawn in Fig. 5 where figures (a) and (b) represents region I, figures (c) and (d) region II and (e) and (f ) region III. The left column shows how the dynamics of the phase space changes as the value of λ changes, while the right column shows how it changes as the values of ξ changes. As it is clear from Fig. 5 , different values of λ do not change the shape of the phase space, while the value of ξ determines the boundary, and thus the shape, of the phase space. This is of course due to the Friedmann constraint (56) which depends on ξ as we already discussed above. The yellow/shaded region represents again the zone of the phase space where the universe undergoes an accelerated expansion. Table II . A matter EoS has been choosen in the left panel (w = 0), while the corresponding relativistic case is shown in the right panel (w = 1/3). Region III denotes the existence of Point B, while Point O and C exist for every values of λ and ξ. In region I Point C describes an accelerating universe, while in regions II and III it characterizes a decelerating universe. Point C is the global attractor in regions I and II, while it is a saddle point in region III where the global attractor is Point B. The even-parity invariance of the pictures is due to the symmetry (20) of the system (58)-(59).
In Figs. 5 (a) and (b) the phase spaces for the values λ = 1, ξ = 1 and λ = 2, ξ = 4 have been depicted. The only critical point appearing beside the origin is Point C, which, being inside the yellow region, characterizes an accelerating solution. All the trajectories evolves from the unstable matter dominated solution at the origin towards the scalar field dominated solution at Point C which acts as the global attractor. This dynamics well suits the phenomenology of our universe since with this parameter choice we can have a decelerated to accelerated trasition describing the dominance of dark energy over dark matter at late times and the reverse situation at early times.
The phase space dynamics for region II of Fig. 4 has been drawn in Figs. 5 (c) and (d) where the values λ = 2, ξ = 1 and λ = 2, ξ = 1/2 has been choosen respectively. The only two critical points in the phase space are again the origin (early time unstable solution) and Point C (late time attractor) which now lies outside the yellow region and thus describes a decelerating scalar field dominated universe. Note that, depending on initial conditions, some trajectories will still experience a stage of accelerated expansion before ending in Point C. This particular evolution can thus be used to model universes with a transient inflationary era.
Finally the dynamics characterized by region III of Fig. 4 has been delineated in Figs. 5 (e) and (f ) where the values λ = 4, ξ = 1 and λ = 2, ξ = 1/2 has been choosen respectively. There are now all three critical points in the phase space. The origin is again the early time unstable node, the global attractor is Point B representing a scaling solution and Point C is now a saddle point. Depending on initial conditions we can again have a transient acceleration era before ending at Point B with a matter-like cosmological evolution. This dynamics can be employed to build models of inflation where after the inflationary phase one obtains a graceful exit to the scaling solution.
To conclude this section we compare this model with the canonical scalar field of Sec. II. Both models present cosmological scaling solutions and late time inflationary attractors. They mainly differ in the early time dynamics where instead of having kinetic scalar field dominated solutions, in the noncanonical case only the matter dominated solution appears. This feature can be used to better motivate the phenomenology of dark energy. In fact with the model presented in this section a matter dominated universe is always unstable and eventually evolves to either a scaling or a scalar field dominated solution. For the right values of the parameters λ and ξ (see Fig. 4 ) the late time attractor characterizes an accelerated cosmological expansion implying a dynamics describing a transition from matter to dark energy domination in accordance with the current astronomical observations. Of course, being the model (49) a subclass of (29), we also obtain cosmological scaling solutions, identified with Point B in Fig. 5 . As we commented in Sec. II these solutions are of great physical interest since can hide the scalar field effects on the background cosmological evolution. In the canonical case however there are strong constraints on the scalar field energy density obtained from nucleosyntesis observations which eventually impose λ 9. One could hope that for the scalar field (49) the constraint on λ would relax. Unfortunately the introduction of the square kinetic corrections, parametrize by ξ, does not help in this situation. As can be realized from Fig. 6 , the allowed region of the (λ, ξ)-space for a viable scaling solution at early times, when w = 1/3, is well separated from the late time acceleration region. The model (49) thus presents the same difficulties of the canonical case for hiding a scalar field at early times which eventually becomes relevant for dark energy phenomenology at late times.
The addition of the square kinetic correction (49) to the canonical Lagrangian complicates the resulting cosmological background equations. As a consequence the autonomous system of equations (58)- (59) contains powerlaw terms in x and y up to fifth order, in contrast with (18)- (19) where the highest order is the third. This implies that the critical points of the system are much more complex and difficult to find as it is shown in the Appendix. If one considers cubic or higher order kinetic corrections to the canonical scalar field Lagrangian the corresponding cosmological dynamical system becomes almost impossible to analyze even with numerical techniques. The model (49) with square kinetic corrections is sufficiently simple to study and sufficiently different from the canonical case to present new phenomenology at cosmic distances, especially at early times where the scalar field kinetic dominated solutions no longer appear. If ξ 1 the dynamics of the scalar field (49) approaches the corresponding canonical one. However as long as ξ = 0 the kinetic dominated solutions, corresponding to x = ±1 and y = 0, will never appear in the phase space. Inter- Fig. 4 (b) ) permitted by nucleosyntesis observations. The same region appears for negative values of λ due to symmetry (20) .
estingly if ξ is almost zero these points effectively behave as saddle points, but for a non vanishing ξ, no matter how small, they never characterize kinetic dominated solutions because we obtain w φ = 1/3 at that points. This implies a radiation-like evolution meaning that the scalar field behaves as relativistic matter.
V. SQUARE ROOT KINETIC CORRECTIONS
In this section we will consider square root kinetic corrections to the canonical scalar field Lagrangian. In other words we will study the model (45) with n = 1/2, which is simple to analyze and capable of providing interesting phenomenology at cosmological scales. The scalar field Lagrangian of this model is then
where ξ is again a free parameter. Recall that V has been assumed to be positive and of the exponential form (16), which means there are no inconsinstencies with the square root appearing in (62). Before one proceeds with the analisys of the dynamical equations, a subtlety must be taken into account. The square root in (62) will provide terms containing φ2 , or equivalently √ x 2 . This are strictly positive quantities which should be replaced by |φ| or |x|. However this would prevent the autonomous system of equations to be differentiable in x = 0 and the whole dynamical system analysis would be impossible since the function f x and f y of (27) must be differentiable. For this reason we will replace φ2 withφ in what follows, or equivalently √ x 2 → x. This operation can be made mathematically rigorous assuming that ξ → s ξ with s the sign ofφ, i.e. s = 1 ifφ > 0 and s = −1 ifφ < 0. Note that we could have choose the opposite branch, i.e. φ2 → −φ or √ x 2 → −x, however due to the symmetry (71) of the resulting dynamical system both the choices would have result in the same cosmological dynamics.
With the scalar field (62), the energy density (46) and speed of sound (47) reduce to
Of course the energy density (63) corresponds to the canonical energy density (9). As we already noticed in Sec. III, we can always add a √ B term to the function f on the noncanonical scalar field (29) leaving the Friedmann constraint unmodified. For this reason the choice (62) yields nothing but the Friedmann constraint
which corresponds to the one arising in the canonical case, i.e. (13) . This equals to say that the (gravitating) energy density of the scalar field (62) is the same as the canonical one and that the square root term does not give any energy contribution. The scalar field relative energy density will thus be
which equals (14) . The speed of sound (64) prevents the scalar field (62) to be physically viable. In fact it is easy to see that whenever X = 0, or x = 0, the speed of sound (64) diverges giving an infinite velocity of propagation for adiabatic perturbations. Moreover if ξx < 0 we always obtain c 2 s < 0 in some region of the phase space in which the scalar field will present instabilities at the perturbation level. The model (62) results thus to be theoretically instable and non viable. However, despite all these drawbacks, in what follows we will ignore all the problems arising form Eq. (64). We will go on in analyzing the cosmological background dynamics implied by the scalar field (62) showing that it is capable of producing phenomenology which cannot be obtained with the canonical scalar field and which is slightly favoured by astronomical observations.
The cosmological equations (33) and (34) now become
Notice that though the scalar field energy density is the same, its pressure changes due to the ξ term. This is a peculiar feature of the square root term (62) which, despite having no gravitating energy, it yields a non zero pressure term into the acceleration equation (67). Moreover in the scalar field equation of motion the only modification due to ξ is a new term directly coupling H and the potential V . From these equations we obtain the following dynamical system
which generalizes the system (18)- (19) with the terms containing ξ. Note that Eqs. (69) and (70) are invariant under the symultaneous replacement
which implies that the phase space is symmetric around the y-axis for opposite values of the parameters λ and ξ. In the ξ → 0 limit the symmetry (71) becomes (20) . The system is also invariant under the following transformation
which tells us that the dynamics in the y < 0 half phase space equals the one in the upper half space after a redefinition of ξ. In the ξ → 0 limit this reduces to the y → −y symmetry of the canonical case. Eq. (37) now reduces tȯ
and implies the following effective EoS parameter at any critical point (x * , y * )
Exactly as in (61), the fact that now the parameter ξ is non zero leads to new interesting phenomenology in comparison with the cosmology of the standard scalar field. The EoS parameter of the scalar field now reads
and differs from the canonical (25) only by the ξ-term in the numerator. The critical points of the system (69)-(70) are listed in Table III , while their existence and stability properties are expalined in Fig. 7 . There are now seven possible critical points and up to six of them can appear in the phase space at the same time.
• Point O. Again the origin of the phase space formally corresponds to a matter dominated universe where w eff = w and Ω m = 1. Its properties are unmodified being always a saddle point and existing for all values of the parameters.
• Points A ± . Also the two kinetic dominated solutions (w eff = w φ = 1 and Ω φ = 1), labeled by Points A ± , still appear in the phase space presenting their standard behavior. In particular they are always saddle or unstable nodes depending on the absolute value of λ being smaller or greater than √ 6.
• Points B ± . These two points describe scaling solutions since in both of them w eff = w φ = w and the scalar field energy density does not vanish. In fact the relative energy density of the scalar field is
which is always between 0 and 1 when Point B exists. Their existence is given by regions III ± in Fig. 7 and depends also on the matter EoS parameter. The smaller the value of w the bigger the existence region in the (λ, ξ) parameter space, as can be seen comparing the left and right panels of Fig. 7 . Whenever these points are present they always represent the global attractor of the phase space, but never describe accelerating solutions.
• Points C ± . These two points represent scalar field dominated solutions and thus always lie on the unit circle being Ω φ = 1. In Fig. 7 the existence of Point C + is given by the disconnected region II, while Point C − exists in both zones I and II. Point C + is always an unstable node, while Point C + is always the global attractor but inside the cross regions I/III ± and II/III ± where it behaves as a saddle point. The effective EoS is given by w eff = w φ = Q ± , where
This desrcibes an inflationary solution in the connected region delineated by the dashed lines as drawn in Fig. 7 . Unfortunately, for positive values of w, this accelerating region never overlaps the existence zones of Points B ± meaning that inflating and scaling solutions cannot live in the same phase space. This features appeared also in the standard case. Whenever both Points B and C were present, the latter never described an inflationary solution as one can see from Fig. 2 . Finally note that, depending on the choice of parameters λ and ξ, Point C − can also describe a phantom dominated universe where w eff = w φ < −1. The regions in the parameter space where this happens are delimated by the two dotted line crossing the origin in Fig. 7 . The top right and bottom left parts denotes phantom solutions for Point C − , while in the rest of zones I and II we always find w eff > −1.
Note that critical Points B ± and C ± reduce to Points B and C of the canonical case of Sec. II in the limit ξ → 0. 
Existence in the parameter space (λ, ξ) of the critical points B ± and C ± listed in Table III . A pressurless matter EoS (w = 0) has been choosen in the left panel, while the relativistic case (w = 1/3) is drawn in the right panel. In both cases we can identify four distinct zones. Inside zone I the only critical point appearing in the phase space, together with the Points A ± and O, is Point C − , which behaves as the global attractor. Inside the disconnected zone II both Points C ± appear in the phase space, but Point C + is always an unstable node and Point C − again acts as the global attractor. In zone III − we find only Points B − and in zone III + we only have Point B + .
They both represent the global attractor in their respective zone. In the cross regions I/III ± both Points B ± and C − are present, but Points B ± represent the global attractors, while Point C − behaves as a saddle point. The same situation happens in the crossing regions II/III ± , but now also Point C + is present and still acts as an unstable node. The connected region inside zones I and II delimitated by the dashed lines identifies the region where Point C − represents an accelerating solution, while in the remaining parts of zones I and II Point C − represents a decelerating universe. As is clear from the picture the accelerated region of Point C − never overlaps zones III ± , meaning that both accelerated and scaling solutions cannot exist together. Moreover the dotted lines inside the acceleration region identify the phantom regimes. The top right and bottom left parts represent region where Point C − gives w eff < −1, while in the rest of the acceleration zone it gives −1 < w eff < −1/3. Finally the odd-parity invariance of the picture is due to the transformation (71) which leaves the dynamical system unchanged. Fig. 7 ). Point C − is the global attractor describing a phantom accelerating solution.
We will now have a look at the dynamics of the phase space for values of the parameters λ and ξ representing the different zones in Fig. 7 . We will restric our analysis to w = 0 since the qualitative dynamical features do not change with other values of the matter EoS parameter. Moreover because of the symmetry (71) we need only to study half of the parameter space, say λ > 0. The remaining half will describe identical phase spaces but for a reflection x → −x. In Figs. 8, 9 , 10, 11 and 12 the yellow/shaded region identifies the part of the phase space where the EoS parameter of stationary points is smaller than −1/3, implying an accelerated cosmological solution. The blue/dark part inside the yellow/shaded region delimitates the zone where the universe undergoes a phantom acceleration, i.e. where w eff < −1. Finally the green/shaded region denotes the area of the phase space where the effective equations of state takes super-stiff values, i.e. where w eff > 1.
We start considering zone I. If we choose λ = 1 and ξ = 1 the phase space looks like the one drawn in Fig. 8 . Points A ± are unstable nodes while the origin O represents the matter dominated saddle point. The global attractor is Point C − which happens to be inside the accelerated region and thus describes an inflationary solution with w eff = −11/9. Being also inside the phantom region this value is clearly smaller than −1. Moreover since it lies on the unit circle it characterizes a universe completely dominated by the scalar field. If we had choosen the parameters λ and ξ to be outside the connected region delimitaded by the dashed lines in Fig. 4 but still inside zone I, then Point C − would have been outside the accelerated region, though still on the circle. In that case it would have described a decelerating universe dominated by the scalar field. On the other hand if we had choosen parameters inside the acceleration region, but outside the phantom region then we would have obtained an acceleration with w eff > −1. Note how the accelerated region is now different from the one in the standard case, Figs. 1, 2 and 3. This is due to the difference between the two EoS parameters (24) there is a dependence on ξ, the acceleration region will change whenever ξ is different, as in the next examples. The second zone we analyze in Fig. 7 is the superposition region between zone I and zone III + . Choosing the values λ = 2 and ξ = −2 the phase space can be depicted as in Fig. 9 . Points A ± and O are again unstable nodes and a saddle point respectively. Point C − is now a saddle point and the global attractor is Point B + describing a cosmological scaling solution with effective EoS parameter matching the matter one. Point B + clearly lies outside the accelerated region which happens to be modified with respect to the one in Fig. 8 , as we discussed above.
The phase space characterized by zone III + of Fig. 7 is depicted in Fig. 10 where the values λ = 3 and ξ = −1 have been choosen. Point B + is again the global attractor representing a cosmological scaling solution. Point A − is still an unstable node, while Point A + is now a saddle point exactly as the origin O.
In Fig. 11 the portrait of the phase space for zone II has been drawn. Now both Points C ± appear, one describing an unstable node (C + ) and the other one representing the Fig. 7 ). Point B + is the global attractor scaling solution, while Points C ± represent a saddle and unstable node respectively.
global attractor (C − ) which can lie inside the phantom (w eff < −1), accelerated (−1 < w eff < −1/3) or decelerated (w eff > −1/3) regions depending on the values of λ and ξ. Points A ± are unstable nodes and Point O is a saddle point. Finally the phase space of the region where zones II and III + superpose has been depicted in Fig. 12 . Now Points C ± appear together with Point B + representing a scaling solution. The situation is now similar to the one in Fig. 9 (crossing zone I/III + ): Point B + is always the global attractor while Point C − is a saddle point. The only difference is now Point C + which acts as an unstable node. Points C ± , representing the scalar field dominated solutions, always lie outside the accelerated region and thus never describes an inflationary solution. However, as it is clear from Fig. 12 , before ending in Point B + several trajectories pass through the accelerated (phantom) region, meaning that the universe undergoes a stage of accelerated (phantom) expansion before scaling as a matter dominated solution.
It is now interesting to compare the results we obtain from the model (62) with the ones following from the canonical scalar field of Sec. II. The square root term in (62) leads to a much richer phenomenology at cosmic distances which includes phantom late time solutions, scaling solutions, new early time unstable solutions, superstiff behavior and dynamical crossing of the phantom barrier at w eff = −1. Within this model one can not only achieve a matter to phantom transition at late times, but also phantom and super-stiff transient eras. This can be easily seen from Figs. 8 to 12 where, depending on initial conditions, some trajectories of the phase space will cross the blue and green regions representing phantom and super-stiff behavior respectively. Thus the scalar field (62) can describe a universe which is phantom dominated at late times instead of being only dark energy dominated as it happens in the canonical case. Despite the problems at the level of cosmological perturbations arising from Eq. (64), the scalar field model (62) is actually better in agreement with the latest astronomical observations which favour a value w φ < −1 at present, though the minus one value still lies inside the 2-sigma confidence limit [15, 16] . The scalar field (62) can thus characterize a quintom scenario where the crossing of the phantom barrier happens at late times with the universe being nowadays dark energy dominated (w eff > −1) but evolving through a final phantom era (w eff < −1). However in order to render this a viable model of our universe one must first solve the problems arising at the level of cosmological perturbations.
Finally, being the scalar field (62) a subclass of (29), we obtain again cosmological scaling solutions (Points B ± ) which, as we said, can be of great phenomenological interest. The scalar field can in fact hiding its presence at early times letting the cosmological evolution scaling as a matter dominated universe. For this to happen however we need to satisfy the constraints derived from nucleosystesis observations [36] . In Fig. 13 the region allowed by these constraints for Point B + in the (λ, ξ)-space is shown. For Point B − the same region appears at opposite values of λ and ξ due to the symmetry (71). The introduction of the square root term in (62) does not help in relaxing the λ 9 constraint of the canonical case. In fact, as can be realized from Fig. 13 , the allowed region is well separated from the acceleration region of Point C − , meaning that scaling and late time accelerated solution cannot appear in the same phase space. The same happens in both the canonical case and the model of Sec. IV where the allowed region results to be much more constrained as can be understood comparing Fig. 13 and Fig. 6 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In the present work the cosmological background evolution characterized by different scalar field models has FIG. 13: Allowed values (purple region) for early time cosmological scaling solutions of the scalar field (62) (region III + in Fig. 7 (b) ) permitted by nucleosyntesis observations. been studied. The use of dynamical system techniques has allowed to completely determine the cosmological features of canonical and noncanonical scalar fields. After the canonical model has been reviewed in Sec. II, extended scalar field Lagrangians have been presented and discussed in Sec. III. The analysis has then focused to models whose dynamics can be completely parametrized by the dimensionless variable (12) and which always leads to scaling solutions. In Sec. IV a scalar field with square kinetic corrections to the canonical Lagrangian has been examined. Its late time evolution qualitatively corresponds to the canonical situations with scaling and scalar field dominated solutions, while the early time features result modified. In particular the scalar field kinetic dominated solutions no longer appear in the phase space of this model. The early time behavior is now characterized by a matter dominated solution, which is better in agreement with a radiation/dark matter dominated epoch as required by observations. The model can thus be used to describe a universe where dark energy becomes important only at late times while dark matter dominates at early times. It also happens to be safe at the level of perturbations once the condition ξ > 0 is assumed. Furthermore the phase space boundaries of the model presented in Sec. IV differ from the canonical ones. The phase space ceases to be the upper half unit disk in the (x, y)-plane and, remaining compact, assumes a form depending on the parameter ξ as can be seen from Fig. 5 . This is an interesting mathematical feature which implies that the variables (12) can lead to different phase space boundaries depending on the scalar field Lagrangian one chooses.
Sec. V has been devoted to the study of the cosmological consequences of a scalar field models with square root kinetic corrections to the canonical Lagrangian. The background dynamics of this model presents a richer phenomenology with respect to the canonical case. The early time behavior results similar to the canonical one, though super-stiff (w eff > 1) transient regions always appear in the phase space. What changes more is the late time evolution where phantom dominated solutions, dynamical crossings of the phantom barrier and new scaling solutions emerge in the phase space. This model can thus be used to describe a late time dark energy dominated universe capable of dynamically crossing the phantom barrier (w eff = −1) as the astronomical observations slightly favour. Moreover we can achieve transient periods of super-acceleration (Ḣ > 0) where the universe expands only for a finite amount of time. These solutions are characterized by the trajectories that cross the phantom region in Figs. 8 to 12 and can be employed to build phantom models of inflation. The drawbacks arise of course at the level of pertubations where instabilities of the scalar field always appear. Until these problems are unsolved the scalar field model of Sec. V cannot be seriously employed to describe physical universes.
